
The brand had realized the potenal of generang       
revenue on support calls but the focus of converng 
the customer support cost center to revenue                
generang model was not there since the core team 
members were engaged in expansion which was         
leading to revenue leakage and pu ng extra cost      
pressure on the brand.

The support window was also limited to 8 hours,      
leaving customers frustrated by the lack of urgency.

There were experiencing high cancellaon on COD 
orders and high RTO.

The cart abandonment was one of the main concerns 
killing their profits and hindering their growth.

The brand wanted to increase their repeat sales and     
increase customer lifeme value.

The brand was growing exponenally, and hence, its 
customer service was becoming too complex for 
voice-based customer support. It needed a customized 
integrated omnichannel customer experience (CX)    
strategy across all touchpoints. When considering all of 
this, we craed a custom omnichannel CX strategy for 
them by using a perfect blend of strategy, experience, 
and cost-effecveness.and cost-effecveness.

KEY CHALLENGES

It’s an emerging cosmec company gaining compe ve-
ness in India. They offer a variety of ranges that include 
skin, hair, and body care products designed to enhance 
and prolong the beauty of users. They are taking over 
many other brands under their umbrella and are going for 
big me    expansion.
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Dialing technology - using automac      
dialing for maximum agent producvity 
 

An omnichannel plaorm for managing 
all touchpoints

ACD to transfer calls based on skill set

Realme seamless integraon with Realme seamless integraon with 
ecomerce plaorms like Shopify

Integrang customer buying intent        
signalling & address validaon using     
mulple APIs from mulple sources.

SOLUTIONS
TECH

In the second phase (which is under implementa-
on), we will be using a smart unified messaging 
system and real me signaling on customer’s 
buying intent using mulple APIs (the plaorm is 
under tesng phase) . This will further reduce NDR 
and will magnify upselling and cross selling.

SECOND 
PHASE

Connuous engagement of training and quality 
team who also drive sales on every customer     
interacon by giving feedback to agents on lost 
opportunies if any.
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MCN manages customer support 24/7 for the 
brand which led to increased enquiries, boosted 
customer experience and hence generang 
more sales revenue.
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With the seamless mix of technology and live 
agent support, agents can handle more complex 
inquiries, whereas simple and low complexity 
quesons are handled by automated opons. 
This approach allows the client to provide           
answers to customers through their preferred     
communicaon channels while also freeing up 
agents to handle more complex issues.agents to handle more complex issues.
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MCN has converted their cost center to profit center 
by generang sales revenue on support calls/chats.

Repeat sales opportunies were idenfied through      
intelligent AI based analycs and were tapped to get 
addional revenue and boost customer loyalty.

Secondly, exisng clients were contacted for their    
feedback, during which we pitched them new             
products. Thus, we were able to generate sales for 
them.

Those who le their products in their carts were        
contacted and encouraged to make the payment. This 
integraon helped us close the sale with potenal       
customers when conversion chances were very high.

Upselling and cross-selling were offered as      
soluons to outbound and inbound inquiries, 
which helped boost revenue. Our seamless inte-
graon with Shopify, and other e-commerce 
plaorm, helped in smooth and fast execuon.
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While markeng creates the buzz, lack of        
physical touchpoint may deflect the customer 
from making a buying decision and hence smart 
human intervenon can tap customer queries 
on a real me basis and help customers make 
the purchase.
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The idea was to provide human assisted            
customer buying experience across all touch-
points thereby increasing sales on every             
opportunity idenfied.
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MCN created a full proof strategy to convert 
every customer interacon into sales revenue 
through all possible touchpoints.
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MCN designed a comprehensive roadmap to help the 
brand align its vision with defined milestones and               
ancipated outcomes. The approach ensures the          
thorough aainment of goals and the predicon of         
outcomes crucial to business growth.

SOLUTIONS 



AVP, Customer Experience 

“While we were planning outsourcing, we wanted a partner who are experts in customer lifecycle               
management, someone who can help us manage our 
end-to-end customer experience and increase our 
sales. Partnering with Mas Callnet was a fruiul 
choice as our key objecves are met and we are able 
to strengthen and expand our brand by focusing on 
core strategic operaons.core strategic operaons.
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Succesfuly converted cost center to profit 
center thereby delivering 2X revenue from       
customer support
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The average order value is increased by 17%4

ROI of the overall process jumped to 5 mes in 
a span of 9 months

3
ROI of cart abandonment process is 5.14 mes2

Reducon in cart abandon by 9.50% generang 
more than 40k orders in a month (contribung 
28.50% sales revenue in the overall sales of the 
brand)
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This approach has provided the startup with a model to 
enhance its customer service and reduce contact center 
costs. Previously, internal company members managed 
these areas, but the process was inefficient and lacking. 
The start-up has been able to remedy this situaon by 
outsourcing the support to us. As a result, any issues       
associated with scalability have been resolved due to 
MCN's ability to consistently provide them with                 MCN's ability to consistently provide them with                 
experienced agents who were effecve at driving sales 
and reducing customer churn. 

OUTCOMES - PHASE 1


